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TTO and DCE Experimental designs 
DCE Config 1 DCE Config 2 

111321 232233 

112232 233111 

112313 233222 

113113 231322 

121133 212312 

121233 212112 

122331 213213 

123212 211121 

123322 211231 

131312 222221 

132122 223331 

132223 223132 

133131 221313 

133221 221133 

211212 332121 

211332 332211 

212123 333332 

213233 331112 

213331 331213 

221221 312133 

222132 313311 

222222 313131 

223121 311333 

223313 311222 

231133 322312 

231323 322232 

232211 323123 

232311 323223 

233112 321321 

311223 132132 

312131 133313 

312211 133123 

313122 131331 

313322 131231 

321112 112321 

321311 112223 

322113 113322 

322323 113232 

323231 111113 

331121 122333 

331232 122111 

332332 123211 

333213 121122 

Table S1. DCE design. 



  



 

Block TTO Config Type 

1 111111 Pit 

1 221331 Design 

1 133113 Design 

1 312222 Design 

1 332232 Learning 

2 111111 Pit 

2 313133 Design 

2 122211 Design 

2 231322 Design 

2 322233 Learning 

3 111111 Pit 

3 332231 Design 

3 211113 Design 

3 123322 Design 

3 332232 Learning 

4 111111 Pit 

4 111121 Design 

4 223232 Design 

4 332313 Design 

4 233232 Learning 

5 111111 Pit 

5 321223 Design 

5 132132 Design 

5 213311 Design 

5 323223 Learning 

6 111111 Pit 

6 321112 Design 

6 112333 Design 

6 233221 Design 

6 222333 Learning 

7 111111 Pit 

7 222123 Design 

7 331331 Design 

7 113212 Design 

7 223323 Learning 

8 111111 Pit 

8 131233 Design 

8 323121 Design 

8 212312 Design 

8 232233 Learning 

Table S2. TTO design. Types: Pit denotes the worst state 111111, Design states are 

generate by the experimental design algorithm, and Learning are the added learning 

state.  



  



Web survey 

Changelog 

Version Change 

Stage 1 (based on qualitative survey) • Change of DCE question format to 

use the same visual layout as TTO 

questions 

• Video explaining the TTO question 

• Optimization of text elements for 

describing the questions 

• Animation for the number of traded 

TTO years in each iteration  

Stage 2 (based on evaluation of Stage 

1) 

• 10 instead of 20 years as TTO upper 

limit 

• 1 instead of 0 as the TTO lower limit 

• Rename TTO answer option Equal to 

About Equal and change the iteration 

procedure so that About equal no 

longer directly selects a TTO answer 

but results in a bisection interval 

around the centre of the current 

bisection interval, with half the width 

of the current bisection interval 

• Directly clickable submit buttons 

instead of radio buttons in TTO 

questions 

• TTO overview question 

• Possible to undo previous iterations 

• Colour coding of the two DCE and 

TTO states under consideration 

• Introduction of the TTO learning 

state while reducing the number of 

DCE question from 6 to 5 (plus the 

consistency check)  

Stage 3 • Minor spelling mistakes and editing 

in text elements 

Table S3. Changelog between versions.  

 

  



Survey construction 

The survey contained the following sections: 1) informed consent, 2) CALY-SWE 

instrument 3) DCE questions, 4) TTO questions including a TTO overview questions 

where participants reviewed their TTO answers and indicated if they were satisfied with 

them, and 5) demographic and socioeconomic questions. This order worked well based 

on the feedback from the qualitative interviews where participants confirmed that the 

DCE format was conceptually easier to understand than the TTO questions. Participants 

could this way familiarize themselves with the statement phrasing first while answering 

the CALY-SWE statements. Then, they would first encounter the easier DCE questions 

before tackling the more challenging TTO questions.  

We randomized the order of dimensions per participant, the assignment of colours of 

answer alternatives per participant, the order of DCE choice alternatives per question, 

the order of DCE questions, and the order of TTO question except for the initially 

displayed learning state. Participants indicated their DCE answers using radio buttons 

and a submit button  

We also included an identical DCE question for all participant as a consistency check 

where one state was the logically consistent choice, as all attribute levels were higher or 

equal (always 232332 vs 222332, but in randomized order). 

Survey screenshots 

Selected survey screenshots follow below.  

 



cc Fig S1. CAY-SWE statements and 

questions. Swedish left, English 

right (unofficial translation for 

this publication). 



  

 

  

Fig S2. DCE question. Swedish 

left. English right (unofficial 

translation for this publication). 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Fig S3. Screenshot TTO question. Left: Second learning state iteration. Right: Normal TTO 

iteration. Swedish on top. English on the bottom (unofficial translation for this publication). 

 



 

 

  

Fig S4. Questions on background characteristics. Swedish left. English right (unofficial 

translation for this publication). 



TTO questions procedure 

We designed the iteration procedure with the intention to reduce directional bias and to 

be optimized for online distribution. Participants may resolve to the same answer 

pattern each time to end the survey quickly. To that end we randomized year values 

that appeared in the TTO iteration procedure.  

At the start of a TTO question and in each following iteration, a random bisection value 

was chosen while trying to avoid values at the bisection interval limits. Participants 

could choose ‘Person A’, ‘Person B’, or ‘About equal’. Person A and B were randomized to 

correspond to either living in the full capability state with tradeable time, or to living in 

the limited capability state. Answering ‘limited capability’ would randomize the bisection 

point in the upper interval, defined by the current bisection point and the current upper 

interval limit. Answering ‘full capability’ resulted in a random bisection in the lower 

interval, making the ‘limited capability’ state less attractive. Irrelevant answer 

alternatives were not displayed, for example if the bisection point was equal to the 

lower or upper limit.  

‘About equal’ resulted in a random value in an interval with half of the current bisection 

interval centred around the current bisection point. Participants could also choose to 

restart the TTO question or to go back one iteration. This iterative procedure continued 

until the bisection interval contained just one possible value and then participants were 

prompted to confirm this point of indifference before continuing to the next TTO state. 

Reachable TTO answer values spanned from 1 to 10 years.  

For the TTO questions, we replaced the radio buttons with three directly clickable 

submit buttons corresponding to each choice. The intent was to reduce the number of 

clicks needed for participants and make the iteration procedure less tedious.  

TTO Learning state 

Many participants may not read the TTO questions instructions thoroughly or watch the 

TTO instruction video, or they may not find them easy enough to understand. As an 

additional way to increase participants familiarity with the TTO question, we introduced 

a learning state, similar to the EQ-VT wheelchair example. Its purpose was to guide 

participants through the TTO iteration procedure in an applied way in the same visual 

environment as the later regular iterations. The ‘learning’ state consisted of three level 2 

and three level 3 attributes. 

The answers in the two first iterations of the learning state were predetermined, but 

participants still had to click on the answers while the other alternatives were greyed 

out. Pop-up banners informed participants about the reasoning and thought process 

behind choosing the answer. 

The first iteration compared full capability, 333333, in 10 years with the learning state 

during 10 years. 333333 was the logically consistent choice compared to the learning 

state given that the duration in both was equal and that three capability attributes for 



the learning state were on level 2, and the pop-up banner read “To start with an easy 

comparison: A has higher capability than B but both live during 20 years. We thus 

suggest that you chose A to continue”.  The second iteration compared 1 year with full 

capability and 10 years in learning state. Ten years in the learning state is likely to be 

preferred choice for most people as the capability impairment is not large enough to 

justify giving up 9 years of lifetime, and we displayed an according pop-up message. The 

iteration procedure continued normally after the two initial iterations but the two 

predetermined iterations reduced the range of reachable values to [0.2, 0.9].   



Results sample size simulation  

 

Fig S5. Results sample size simulation. Different plots represent different configurations 

of number of TTO and DCE questions. Top row depicts the mean 95% CI width, the 

bottom row the Mean of mean absolute errors of generate weights vs weights used to 

populate the sample. Discrete Choice Experiments (DCE). Time-trade off (TTO). CI 

(Credible interval).  

 


